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PART – A (6 X 2 =12 Marks) 

 
 

1. a) Represent the Boolean expression X+YZ in standard POS form.           [2M]   

b)  What is the function of IR and MBR?             [2M]  

 c) What is the difference between instruction and micro instruction?          [2M] 

      d) What do you mean by interrupt?              [2M]  

e) What are various ways to address the memory?                                       [2M]  

f) What is the difference between write-through and write-back policy?          [2M] 

PART – B (4 X 12 =48 Marks) 

 
2. a) Explain the functional units of a CPU with a suitable diagram?               [6M] 

b) What is first adder? Explain the design of 4-bit carry-look ahead adder with diagram.     [6M] 

 

3. a) Compare the Single and multi bus organization of CPU? Explain with diagram.              [6M] 

b) What do you mean by restoring and no restoring division? Describe with an example.    [6M] 

 

4. a)  Show how the addition operation is performed in a single bus organization, if the one operand is   

                           available in  the CPU registers R1 &other is available in memory.  The result will be  

                           stored in R1.   

                           Write the micro instruction for the instruction   

     ADD  R1, (R2).                  [6M] 

b) What is the different approach to handle interrupt in multiple devices?              [6M] 

 

5. a) What do you mean by Synchronous and Asynchronous Bus?                      [6M] 

b) What do you mean by memory interleaving? Explain with diagram.              [6M] 

 

6. a) Explain branch prediction in pipeline using 4-state branch predictor machine.             [6M]  

b) what is array processing?         [6M] 

 

7.  Write short notes on the following:          

a)  Virtual memory         [6M] 

b)  Pipeline Organization          [6M] 
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